Speaker Bertil Schaart
Bertil Schaart Msc MBA is speaker, author in the field of sense making, mindset
and personal power. He (re)connects people and organisations with their strategic
sense and purpose.
Bertil inspires to take one's own responsibility in life and at work. He makes the
audience aware of hidden social dogmas that limit thinking and subsequent action.
By applying business thinking on a personal level, the mental context is expanded,
issues dissolve and a new world of possibilities and power opens up.
His experiences of corporate life at several Fortune 500 companies, the start-up
scene, job and soul seeker and entrepreneurship give valuable input for his
presentations. Bertil motivates his audience by combining today's reality with
humour and shares his own experiences and experiments, both positive as well as
the 'educational' moments. Bertil is “keeping it real”.

Biography
Despite a succesful international career, every day felt
as a lost day for Bertil. His burning desire for purpose
made him take radical steps. He understood that only
he was responsible for happiness and meaning in his
life. By quitting his job, he started a complete new life.
He founded a website that encourages people to resign and take responsibility for
their own life, thinking and action. This initiative propelled him to further pursue
changing mindsets all over the world via business ventures.
Bertil holds a Master of Science degree of Delft University of Technology and an
MBA degree from INSEAD.
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Speeces
“It is working!”
You just started. This is your first venture. Congratulations! However, now you
have to sell. You have to create the product. You have to go through an ever
growing to do list. All those expectations that used to motivate you are now
causing you stress and even anxiety.
How can you authentically pitch to a corporation when you are a tiny
inexperienced team, maybe of just one person? When your product is not ready?
When you have never done this before?
Bertil Schaart, founder of Neemontslag.nl, will motivate and energize you to
unravel this challenge. He will guide you to find the best answers for you and your
business.
This is not the traditional boring business talk. He’ll motivate you with humor and
his own experiences and experiments, both successful and, let’s say,
“educational”. Bertil is “keeping it real”.
“Choose for yourself”
Bertil takes the audience on an inspiring tour, visiting life's critical decision
moments. He talks about WTF-moments and explains why taking action in
today's volatile times is essential for mental survival. He demonstrates that
every one has unlimited potential by changing mindset and action.
Contact Information
Email:
info@bertilschaart.com
Linkedin:
http://nl.linkedin.com/in/bertilschaart
Website
http://neemontslag.nl/
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